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Numerical simulations are performed to study the effect of particle size and density
on dust dispersion behind a moving shock. The numerical model used in this paper takes
into account multiple particle types with a binning approach, and each bin of particles
has its own characteristic uniform particle size and density. The model solves one set of
governing equations for the gas phase and M sets of governing equations for the M particle
types. Equations for each bin of particles are coupled with the gas flow as well as all other
particle types. The specific conditions simulate a Mach-1.4 shock passing over a dust layer
containing two uniformly mixed particle types. The background gas condition is at 67
kPa and 295 K. The dust layer is 1.27 cm thick and consists of spherical particles with
selected sizes and densities. Preliminary one-dimensional computations of a shock passing
through a dilute particle curtain containing different particle types suggest that particles
with different sizes or densities behave differently and can separate into different clouds.
Particles with larger inertia require a longer relaxation time to the postshock condition.
The two-dimensional calculations show that larger particles are lifted to a higher level
than smaller particles. In regions near the shock front, larger particles experience a smaller
drag force, pushing the particles into the dust layer, and a larger lifting force, pulling the
particles into the air. In addition, lighter particles are lifted higher than heavier particles due
to a smaller inertia. Particle size plays a significant role on dust dispersion, while particle
density has only a minor effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dust dispersion induced by gas flow is encountered in many aspects of science and engineering.
In certain cases, the dispersed dust particles can be a threat to the environment and to human lives.
For example, the entrainment of coal particles during a coal mine explosion can result in a more
dangerous secondary explosion [1,2]; the airborne dust particles during a helicopter brownout landing
can obscure the pilot’s vision [3]; and the migration of the sand dues in desert regions by the action of
wind can accelerate the process of desertification [4]. Thus, a better understanding of the dust-lifting
mechanism and the possible factors affecting the level of dust dispersion is essential information
needed to control particle motions that can help reduce risks.

Dust entrainment in a coal mine explosion is a mode of dust dispersion that involves the interaction
of a granular bed and a shock wave generated from an explosion. This paper focuses on the problem
of dispersing a layer of dust particles behind a moving shock wave, in which the conditions are
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characteristic of what is found in a coal mine. In this situation, shock waves initiated by an initial
explosion produce forces that can lift coal dust as the shock propagates over the dust layer. The
dispersed coal dust, if ignited by the explosion, may lead to a more devastating secondary explosion.

One common method of limiting coal-dust dispersion is to apply inert rock dust on top of the
surface of the coal dust. Then, during an explosion, the dispersed rock dust can mix with the coal
dust and prevent flame propagation by acting as a thermal inhibitor or heat sink [5]. Understanding
the motions of inert particles and how they keep coal particles from lifting into the background
atmosphere is essential for determining the type and frequency of inert dust applied. Rock dust
varies substantially from coal dust, both size and density. Therefore, the question addressed in this
paper is the following: How do particle size and density affect dust dispersion?

II. BACKGROUND

There have been a number of previous experimental and computational studies of the effect of
particle size and density on dust dispersion behind a moving shock. These studies, however, lead to
contradictory conclusions, some of which have been pointed out by Ugarte et al. [6].

For example, experiments preformed by Suzuki and Adachi [7] showed that the dust-lifting height
increases as the particle size decreases. In addition, they showed a delay between the passage of the
shock and dust lifting. Similarly, the numerical studies by Zhu et al. [8] showed that particle density
had little effect on the lifting, but particle size has a significant effect. Finer dust is lifted more
efficiently by a shock wave [8].

As an apparent contradiction, the experimental results done by Hwang [2] showed that particles
with a diameter of 200 μm were lifted twice as high as particles with a 5-μm diameter, which
indicates that larger particles are lifted higher than smaller particles. The delay in particle lifting
increased as the particle size increased. Similarly, the simulations by Boyi et al. [9] suggested that,
due to the effect of the lift force, the height of dispersed dust increased with the particle size. The
same conclusion was also make by Ugarte et al. [6] with numerical simulations.

These apparently contradictory observations could result from the inconsistency in time and length
scales or controlled variables among different studies. For example, Ugarte et al. [6] explained that
their simulations differ from Suzuki’s experiments because the results were evaluated at different
distances (length) and times after the shock passed. In Suzuki’s experiments, the observations were
made within the 40-cm range of shock propagation, and delay in particle lifting was observed directly
behind the shock. The simulations done by Ugarte et al. [6] were performed after the shock passed
300 cm down the channel, and the lifting delay process played a much less significant role in dust
lifting. In addition, Chowdhury [10] noted that the particles of different sizes used in Suzuki and
Adachi [7]’s experiments were different materials with approximately the same density but different
morphology [10]. The interactions among particles with different physical properties could bring
uncertainties to the results obtained by Suzuki and Adachi [7].

The numerical simulations summarized above assumed that the dust is a medium consisting of
identical spherical particles. The composition of a granular flow is, in reality, much more complicated.
Granular materials are a collection of rigid, macroscopic particles with an interstitial fluid that can
be a gas or a liquid. A more realistic dust cloud is composed of a large number of particles with
different particle diameters, and particles can behave differently according to the specific particle
type. For example, when you shake a jar of mixed nuts, the larger nuts will move to the top of the
heap while the smaller ones will stay at the bottom. The nuts interact with each other by friction,
which is largely dependent on their the size and shape [11]. Similarly, the dust layer in a coal mine
consists of mainly rock- and coal-dust particles with a wide range of sizes. According to the Office
of Mine Safety and Health Research (OMSHR), coal dust consists of particles ranging from 0.375
to 234.1 μm and rock dust consists of particles ranging from 0.375 to 282.1 μm [12]. Depending
on the particle size and density, particles in a dust layer can behave differently when they interact
with a shock wave. Therefore, a multiphase model that accounts for multiple particle types can be
expected to give results different from those for a single particle type.
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This paper discusses the effects of particle size and density on dust dispersion by performing both
one-dimensional (1D) simulations of a shock passing through a particle mixture and two-dimensional
(2D) simulations of a shock passing over a dust layer containing two uniformly mixed particle types.
The model used in this paper is based on that of Houim and Oran [13] and is now extended to account
for different particle types using a binning approach. This model solves the Euler equations for both
the gas phase and multiple particle types. Particles in each bin have their own uniform particle size
and diameter. The governing forces acting on each particle type will be evaluated to study how
different types of particles are lifted to different levels.

III. PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Governing equations

This model is an extension of Houim and Oran’s work [13], that now allows different particle sizes
and densities. This is done with a particle binning approach, in which each bin contains particles of
the same size and density. As a result, each bin adds an additional set of governing equations and
can have different properties. The governing equations for each bin are coupled with the gas phase
as well as all of the other particle bins. The three governing equations for the gas phase are

∂αgρg

∂t
+ ∇ · (αgρgvg) = 0, (1)

∂αgρgvg

∂t
+ ∇ · (αgρgvgvg) + ∇αgpg = pint∇αg + αgρg g +

M∑
m=1

{ f Drag,gm + f Lift,gm}, (2)

∂αgρgEg

∂t
+ ∇ · [αgvg(ρgEg + pg)]

= −pint

M∑
m=1

∇ · (αs,mvs,m) + αgρg g · vg +
M∑

m=1

{( f Drag,gm + f Lift,gm) · vg − qconv,gm

+φvisc,gm − φslip,gm}. (3)

The four governing equations for particle type l are

∂αs,lρs,l

∂t
+ ∇ · (αs,lρs,lvs,l) = 0, (4)

∂αs,lρs,lvs,l

∂t
+ ∇ · (αs,lρs,lvs,lvs,l) + ∇psl,tot

= −αs,l∇pg + αs,lρs,l g − f Drag,gl − f Lift,gl −
M∑

m=1
m�=l

{ f Drag,lm}, (5)

∂αs,lρsEs,l

∂t
+ ∇ · (αs,lρs,lEs,lvs,l) = −ps,l∇ · vs,l − γ̇l − φviscg l + φslipg l

, (6)

∂αs,lρs,les,l

∂t
+ ∇ · (αs,lρs,les,lvs,l) = qconv,gl + γ̇l . (7)

Here, α, ρ, v, and p represent the volume fraction, density, velocity, and pressure of the gas
or particle phase, indicated by a subscript g or s. The subscripts l and m indicate the lth and the
mth particle types, respectively. Also, Eg is the gas-phase total energy, es is the internal energy for the
particle phase, and Es represents the pseudothermal energy (PTE). The pressure at the gas-particle
interface, pint, is assumed to be the gas pressure pg . In this model, the granular energy exchange
between different particle bins, the dissipation of granular energy due to inelastic collisions between
different particle bins, and the granular viscous stress terms are neglected. These terms are considered
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to be of secondary importance to the qualitative shock-dust structure and do not produce significant
effects on the height of the dispersed dust layer, which is the major concern in our project. In addition,
we neglect any phase changes between the gas and all of the particle types for simplicity. Some of
the assumptions and the sensitivity of results to the model will be addressed in Sec. VII D.

The gas-phase total energy, Eg , is defined by

Eg = pg

ρg(γ − 1)
+ 1

2
vg · vg. (8)

The particle-phase energy has been divided into two parts: the internal energy (es,l) and the PTE,
which represents the energy due to random translational motion of particles [13].

The internal energy for particle type l, es,l , is determined by [13]

es,l =
∫ T

Tref

Cv,slds + eref,l , (9)

where the specific heat capacity for the particle phase (Cv,sl) is constant and the energy at the
reference temperature (eref,l) is zero. PTE is directly related to the granular temperature, θs,l , using
the following expression:

Es,l = 3
2θs,l . (10)

The granular temperature is a measure of the mean square of the particle velocity fluctuations, and
represents the fluctuations of solid particles due to collisions.

The heat exchange between particle type m and gas phase, qconvgm
, is defined as a function of

temperature difference,

qconvgm = hmg(Tg − Ts,m), (11)

where the heat exchange coefficient hmg is defined as

hmg = 6
αs,mλgNum

d2
s,m

. (12)

The Nusselt number, Num, is estimated using the work by Gunn [14],

Num = (
7 − 10αg + 5α2

g

)(
1 + 0.7Re0.2

m Pr1/3
g

) + (
1.33 − 2.4αg + 1.2α2

g

)
Re0.7

m Pr1/3
g , (13)

where

αg = 1 −
M∑
l=1

αs,l . (14)

Here Prg is the gas phase Prandtl number, and λg is the gas phase thermal conductivity. The Reynolds
number related to particle type m is

Rem = ρg|vs,m − vg|ds,m

μg

. (15)

The transfer of PTE to kinetic energy is represented by φviscgm
, the viscous damping [15],

φviscgm = 3Kmgθs,m. (16)

The PTE production due to slip between gas and particle type m is [16]

φslipgm
= 81αs,mμ2

g

g0d3
s,mρs,m

√
π

ρsθ
3/2
s,m

ds,m

. (17)

The dissipation of PTE due to collisions between particles is given by Lun et al. [17],

γ̇l = 12(1 − e2)g0,llα
2
s,l√

π

ρs,lθ
3/2
s,l

ds,l

. (18)
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The radial distribution function between particle type l and m, g0,lm, represents the probability of
collisions between the two particle types when the granular phase becomes dense. For a mixture of
hard spheres, the equation is [18]

g0,lm = 1

αg

+ 3dldm

α2
g(dl + dm)

M∑
q=1

αq

dq

, (19)

where dl and dm are the particle diameters for type l and type m, respectively.
For monosized particles, the maximum packing limit for spherical particles are 0.65. For particles

containing multiple sizes, the packing limit varies and the correlation developed by Yu and Standish
is being used [19,20]:

αmax
s,mix = min

⎧⎨
⎩ αmax

s,i

1 − ∑i−1
j=1

(
1 − αmax

s,i

pi,j

cxi

Xij

) − ∑M
j=i+1

αmax
s,i

pi,j

cxi

Xij

⎫⎬
⎭, i = 1,2,...,M, (20)

where

cxi = αs,i∑M
j=1 αs,j

, (21)

Xi,j =
⎧⎨
⎩

1−r2
ij

2−αmax
s,i

if j < i

1 − 1−r2
ij

2−αmax
s,i

if j � i,
(22)

pij =
{

αmax
s,i + αmax

s,i

(
1 − αmax

s,i

)(
1 − 2.35rij + 1.35r2

ij

)
if rij < 0.741

αmax
s,i if rij � 0.741,

(23)

and

rij =
⎧⎨
⎩

dp,i

dp,j
if i � j

dp,j

dp,i
if i < j.

(24)

Here αmax
s,i is the maximum packing limit of individual particle type i and is assumed to be 0.65.

In this model, a “mixture granular temperature” is defined by [18]


s,mix =
∑M

m=1 αs,mρs,m
s,m∑M
m=1 αs,mρs,m

. (25)

This mixture value is only used to calculate the granular compaction wave speed (cs,mix), which is
assumed to be the same for all particle types in a computational cell. The compaction wave speed
for the granular mixture can be written as [13]

c2
s,mix = 1

ρmix

⎡
⎣ ∂(Ps,mix + Pfric,mix)

∂αmix

∣∣∣∣

mix

+ 2

3


mix
(

∂Pmix

mix

∣∣
αmix

)2

ρmixα
2
mix

⎤
⎦, (26)

and this leads to

c2
s,mix = θs,mix

(
A + 2

3A2 + αs,mixB
) + c2

fric,mix, (27)

where

A = 1 + 2(1 + e)αmixg0,mix, (28)

B = 2(1 + e)(g0,mix + αmixg
′
0,mix), (29)
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and

g′
0,mix = g2

0,mix

3αs,max

(
αs,max

αs,mix

)2/3

. (30)

Here

αs,mix =
M∑

m=1

αs,m, (31)

ρmix =
∑M

m=1 αs,mρs,m

αs,mix
, (32)

and

1

g0,mix
= 1 −

(
αs,mix

αs,max

)1/3

. (33)

The momentum-exchange equation for particle type l is a function of the drag, lift, Archimedes
force, intergranular stress, and particle-hindrance force. The equations involved in calculating these
forces will be discussed separately in the following section.

1. Archimedes force

The term −αs,l∇pg in the particle-phase momentum equation is called the Archimedes force,
which is the result of gas-phase pressure pushing particle type l.

2. Intergranular stress

The quantity psl,tot is the total intergranular stress, which is defined as the sum of the solids
pressure and the frictional pressure,

psl,tot = ps,l + pfric,l . (34)

The solids pressure ps,l takes into account the collisional effect of the particles and is defined
as [21]

Ps,l = αs,lρs,l
s,l +
M∑

m=1

Pc,lm. (35)

Here Pc,lm is the collisional part of the pressure between particle types l and m, and αs,lρs,l
s,l

is the kinetic term for particle type l. Pc,lm is defined as [21]

Pc,lm = π (1 + e)d3
lmg0,lmnlnmmlmmm0θlθm

3
(
m2

l θl + m2
mθm

)
[

m2
0θlθm(

m2
l θl + m2

mθm

)
(θl + θm)

]3/2

× (1 − 3� + 6�2 − 10�3), (36)

where e is the coefficient of restitution and is related to the elasticity of the collisions [15]. The
quantity ml is the mass of a particle and nl is the number of particles. For spherical particles,

ml = π

6
d3

l ρl, (37)

nl = 6αl

πd3
l

, (38)

dlm = dl + dm

2
, (39)

m0 = (ml + mm), (40)
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and

� = mlθl − mmθm[(
m2

l θ
2
l + m2

mθ2
m

) + θlθm

(
m2

l + m2
m

)]1/2 . (41)

The total intergranular stress is defined as the sum of the solids and friction pressure for each
particle type,

Psl,tot = Ps,l + Pfric,l . (42)

The frictional pressure for particle type l, Pfric,l , represents the effect of friction between particles,
and this is essential for preventing the particle phase in dense region from packing to an unphysically
high level [13]. The relation used here was developed by Johnson and Jackson [22] and now modified
based on the law of partial pressure from kinetic theory,

Pfric,l =
{

0 if αs,tot < αs,crit

0.1 (αs,tot−αs,crit )2

(αs,max−αs,tot )5 αs,l if αs,tot � αs,crit,
(43)

where αs,crit is set to be a critical value of 0.5.

3. Drag force

The drag force between gas and particle type l is defined by the correlation of Gidaspow [15],

f drag,gl = Kl,g(vs,l − vg), (44)

where Kl,g is the gas-solid exchange coefficient. The Gidaspow model is used again for Kl,g , which
is a combination of the Wen and Yu model and the Ergun model [15,23,24],

Kl,g =
⎧⎨
⎩

0.75Cd,l
ρgαgαs,l |vs,l−vg |

ds,lα2.65
g

if αg � 0.8

150
α2

s,lμg

αgd
2
s,l

+ 1.75 ρgαs,l |vs,l−vg |
ds,l

if αg < 0.8.
(45)

Here the drag coefficient Cd,l for particle type l is defined as

Cd,l =
{

24(αgRel)−1[1 + 0.15(αgRel)0.687] if αgRe < 1000

0.44 if αgRe � 1000.
(46)

4. Lift force

The lift force fLift induced by particle type l acting on gas phase is modeled by the Magnus lift
force [25],

f Lift,l = Clαs,lρg(vs,l − vg) × (∇ × vg), (47)

where Cl is the lift coefficient, which typically takes a value of 0.5.

5. Particle-hindrance force

The particle-hindrance force between particle types l and m is a draglike term between the two
corresponding particle types and is defined as [15]

f Drag,lm = Klm(vl − vm). (48)

The solid-solid exchange coefficient between particle types l and m is [26]

Klm = 3(1 + elm)
(

π
2 + Cf r,lm

π2

8

)
αlρlαmρm(dl + dm)2g0,lm

2π
(
ρld

3
l + ρmd3

m

) |vl − vm|, (49)

where elm is the coefficient of restitution and Cf r,lm is the coefficient of friction between particle types
l and m. The friction between different particle types is neglected in the simulation (Cf r,lm = 0).
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TABLE I. Forces acting on particle type l.

Channel height H 20 cm
Channel length L 300 cm
Background temperature T0 295 K
Background pressure P0 67 kPa
Shock Mach number Ms 1.4
Initial dust-layer height hd 1.27 cm
Particle volume fraction (type I) αs,1 0.235
Particle volume fraction (type II) αs,2 0.235

B. Numerical algorithms

A detailed description of the numerical algorithm can be found in Houim and Oran [13]. The Strang
operator-splitting algorithm is used to divide the governing equations into two parts: the hyperbolic
terms and the source terms. The hyperbolic terms are solved using a high-order Godunov-based
scheme [27], where the primitive variables are implemented using a MUSCL (Monotonic Upwind
Scheme for Conservation Laws) method with a third-order parabolic reconstruction. An adaptive
total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme with minmod slope limiter is also adopted to reduce small
oscillations near discontinuities. A modified HLLC (Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact) method, which
returns primitive variables directly, is used to solve for the gas-phase flux. The granular flux is
computed using a modified AUSM (Advection Upstream Splitting Method)+-up method to increase
dissipation in highly packed regions [27]. The lifting Magnus force is discretized using a first-order
backward differencing scheme. The Strang operator [13] further splits the source terms into two
parts: (1) drag, particle-hindrance effect, and convective heat transfer and (2) pseudothermal energy
production and dissipation. These source terms are integrated analytically into the solutions [28]
and the details of the expressions can be found in Houim and Oran [13]. The solution algorithm
uses a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme [29] for time advancement. Adaptive mesh refinement is
implemented through the Boxlib library [30].

IV. EVALUATION OF FORCES

We can identify six forces acting on particles. Evaluating these forces helps to explain how
the particle size and density affect dust dispersion. Table I summarizes the six controlling forces
that act on particle type l. The lift and drag forces result from the velocity difference between the
particles and the gas. The Archimedes force is due to the gas-phase pressure pushing on the particles.
The intergranular stress corresponds to the collisional and frictional effect of the particles. The
particle-hindrance force is a draglike force between the two particle types. Gravity is not important
in the timescale of the simulations, so it is exempted from the discussion. Now, we only focus on the
equations of forces that are related to ds and ρs .

The collisional part of the intergranular stress (ps) used in expression (2) in Table I depends on
the particle density. A greater particle density results in a larger intergranular stress [∇ps ∝ ρs ; see
Eq. (35)].

The momentum exchange coefficient between particle type l and the gas (Klg) used in expression
(3) in Table I for the drag force is inversely proportional to the particle diameter. In addition, it is also
proportional to the the drag coefficient [Cd ; see Eq. (45)], which is inversely related to the relative
velocity and the particle diameter. In other words, a larger particle diameter results in a smaller drag
force.

The solid-solid exchange coefficient (Ks,lm) between particle types l and m used in expression (5)
in Table I for the particle-hindrance force depends on the particle size and density for both type l and
m particles. Similar to the gas-phase drag force, it accelerates slower particles while decelerating
faster particles.
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0.2 m
0.004 m

Inflow Outflow

Particle Cloud

FIG. 1. Initial conditions for a one-dimensional test of a shock moving through a particle cloud containing
two uniformly mixed particle types.

The lift force, Archimedes force, and gravity are independent of the particle size and density.
Nevertheless, all governing forces are coupled with each other, and so they may also be affected
by particle size and density. For example, the lift force [expression (4) in Table I], which produces
positive acceleration for most of the dispersed dust [6], is modeled by the Magnus force. The lifting
force along vertical direction is proportional to the velocity difference between the particle phase
and gas phase along horizontal direction,

fLif t,y = Clαsρg(us − ug)

(
∂vg

∂x
− ∂ug

∂y

)
. (50)

V. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SHOCK-PARTICLE INTERACTION

Here, one-dimensional tests of a shock wave interacting with a cloud of particle mixture containing
two or more types of particles are presented to show how different types of particles behave with the
interaction to a shock wave.

The initial setup for the base case is illustrated in Fig. 1. A Mach-1.4 shock driven by the high-
pressure gas is moving to the right and passes through a particle mixture. The right section (blue) is
the low-pressure region and is 67 kPa and 295 K. (The value of 67 kPa was chosen for consistency
with the work of Ugarte et al. [6].) The left section (red) represents the postshock condition. The
particle cloud consists of two different types of particles. This test models a scenario in which a
shock wave from an explosion interacts with a dilute dispersed dust clouds containing coal and inert
rock particles. The initial volume fraction of each type of particle is 0.026% (based on an explosive
coal-air burning condition).

A. Results with two particle bins

Here, two particle types are considered (same setup as in Fig. 1). Separate simulations were used
to study the effects of varying particle size and density. The input parameters for the particle types are
summarized in Table II. The sizes and densities selected are within the range for coal- and rock-dust
particles.

1. Effect of particle size

The profiles in Fig. 2 show how the system evolves when the two particle densities are the same,
but their sizes are different (case I). The vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2(a) indicate the location of
the gas shock. As the shock wave moves through the particle cloud, there is a small peak in the
concentration of the smaller particles (see Fig. 2 at 17 μs), indicating that the smaller particles react
faster to the propagating shock wave. In time, the different particle types are separated.
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TABLE II. Input conditions of particle size and density.

Diameter (ds) [μm] Density (ρs) [kg/m3]

Particle I 80 1300
Case I

Particle II 10 1300

Particle I 10 1300
Case II

Particle II 10 2700

The velocity profile in Fig. 2(b) shows that the particles inside each of the separated clouds stays
roughly the same, and this velocity increases with time. Smaller particles propagate with a higher
velocity than larger particles through drag and other aerodynamic effects. The velocity differences
cause the uniformly mixed particle cloud to segregate into two different clouds according to the
particle size. At 100 μs, a separation between the two particle types is already apparent. At 200 μs,
the two particle types are completely separated.

2. Effect of particle density

Figure 3 shows how the system evolves when the two particle sizes are the same, but their densities
are different (case II). Similarly, the two particle clouds separate into different regions according to
different densities. The velocity profiles show that heavier particles are accelerated more slowly than
the lighter particles. The two types of particles propagate with different velocities and the separation
process increases with time. This separation is slower than that for the previous case (same density
but different sizes). At 200 μs, the two types of particles are not completely separated.

With the two simulations shown above, we find that particles with different size or density can
separate from each other even when they were initially uniformed mixed with each other. Modeling

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Computed (a) volume fractions for the two particle types (ds1 = 80 μm, ds2 = 10 μm) and (b) gas
and particle velocities at 17, 100, and 200 μs. The edge of the partice cloud is defined by a volume fraction of
5 × 10−5.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Computed (a) volume fractions for the two particle types (ρs1 = 1300 kg/m3, ρs2 = 2700 kg/m3)
and (b) gas and particle velocities at 17, 100, and 200 μs. The edge of the particle cloud is defined by a volume
fraction of 5 × 10−5. Dashed lines indicate the locations of the gas shock and the edge of the dust clouds.

the dust particles with only one particle bin (i.e., uniform size and density) fails to capture the
separation process. The reason why the separation process occurs between different particle types
will be discussed later.

B. Results with six particle bins

In a coal mine, both coal and rock particles are present in a range of sizes. Here, however, we
assume a uniform diameter for the coal particles while dividing the rock dust into five particle bins,
where each bin is characterized by a different particle size, but they all have the same density. The
division is based on the OMSHR’s reference size distribution chart [12]. The five types of rock-dust
particles have approximately the same volume fraction and the overall volume fraction for the rock
particles is 0.026%. The diameters and volume fractions for the five types of rock-dust particles are
listed in Table III. The coal dust has a density of 1300 kg/m3 and a diameter of 10 μm. All rock-dust
particles have a density of 2700 kg/m3. The initial volume fraction for the coal-dust particles is set
to be 0.026%.

TABLE III. Rock-dust size distribution.

Size range [μm] Averaged diameter (ds,i) [μm] Volume fraction (αs,i) [%]

0 − 5.61 1.685 0.00511
5.61 − 15.65 8.931 0.00546
15.65 − 52.62 26.201 0.00510
52.62 − 121.83 81.633 0.00555
121.83 − 339.90 171.239 0.00478
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(a) Particle Volume Fraction (b) Velocity

FIG. 4. Computated (a) coal- and rock-dust volume fraction and (b) gas and particle velocities at 0 , 50,
100, and 200 μs. The edge of the cloud in panel (b) is defined by a volume fraction of 10−9.

The computed results are shown in Fig. 4. Similar to the results with two particle bins, the
uniformly mixed cloud separates into different dust clouds. The particles with a smaller size and
density are accelerated faster by the postshock gas condition than particles with a larger size and
density. The 1.7-μm rock dust (green) has the highest velocity (approaching the gas-phase velocity)
and is completely separated from all the other particle bins by 200 μs. The 171.2-μm rock dust
travels with the slowest velocity and lags behind all other particle types. The velocity of the coal
particles (red) is lower than the 1.7-μm rock particles, but larger than the other rock-dust particles.

C. Discussion

1. Effect of particle size and density

In case I, where the two types of particles have the same density but different sizes, larger particles
are accelerated more slowly than smaller particles. Figure 5 shows the average velocity of the two
types of particles and the postshock gas velocity as a function of time. At 200 μs, the smaller
particles have a velocity of 150 m/s, while the larger particles have a velocity of only 30 m/s. From
an evaluation of the forces in Table I, the dominant force acting on the particles is the drag force,
which is inversely proportional to the particle size and proportional to the velocity difference between
gas and the particles [∝ (vg − vs,l )]. For each particle type, the acceleration due to drag decreases
with time due to a reduction in the velocity difference between the gas and particle velocity. Smaller
particles experience a larger acceleration due to drag force and so accelerate much faster than the
larger particles. The larger particles, on the other hand, have greater inertia and relax slowly to the
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Post-shock Velocity

FIG. 5. Average velocities for both types of particles in case I (ds = 10, 80 μm; ρs1 = ρs2 = 1300 kg/m3)
as a function of time in the postshock flow.

postshock condition. Drag forces in the postshock flow accelerate different particles at different rates.
This, in turn, causes the uniformly fixed particle cloud to segregate into two different clouds. Here,
the particle-hindrance effect is too small to reduce the velocity difference between the larger and the
smaller particles.

For the simulation where the two particle bins have the same size but different densities, the drag
forces acting on the two types of particles are similar, since the drag force is independent of particle
density. The accelerations due to the drag force, however, are different for the two types of particles.
Heavier particles have smaller accelerations due to drag than lighter particles since they have a greater
inertia. Therefore, heavier particles propagate with a lower velocity than lighter particles, and this
velocity difference causes the separation to occur.

2. Modeling multiple particle types

The separation process in the simulations shown above indicates the necessity of modeling
multiple particle types, since this effect cannot be captured using a single-sized particle model.
Dividing the particles into different particle types leads to more accurate results when the particle
size or density in the dust varies greatly.

This is especially important in 2D simulations of the dust-lifting process in an underground coal
mine, where the particle size and density are crucial for applying inert rock dust to reduce the
coal-dust dispersion behind a moving shock wave. Similar to the 1D separation process, the rock
and coal particles are expected to be lifted to different heights according to their sizes and densities.
Therefore, dividing the particles into different types is essential in studying how the inert particles
affect the motion of coal particles.

Increasing the number of particle types increases the realism of the computations, but it also
increases the computational expense. The total number of equations in a one-dimensional, single-
gas-phase, nonreactive calculation involving N particle types is

Neq = 3 + 4Nbin, (51)

whereNeq is the number of equations involved andNbin is the number of particle bins. For a calculation
involving 6 particle bins, 27 equations are needed, and this can be even more computationally
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FIG. 6. Initial setups for two-dimensional simulations. The layer contains two particle types that are
uniformly mixed with each other.

expensive for a two-dimensional calculation. There is, therefore, a tradeoff between the level of
realism and accuracy of the simulation and the computational cost.

VI. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DUST DISPERSION

This section presents two-dimensional simulations of a shock passing over a dust layer. The setup
for the simulations is shown in Fig. 6. Initially, a layer of dust containing two uniformly mixed
particle types is placed on the bottom of a channel. A shock wave of Mach 1.4 is moving from the
left to the right. The dust-layer thickness (hd ) is 1.27 cm and the initial particle volume fractions
for both particle types are set to be identical (αs1 = αs2 = 0.235). The background pressure (P0)
and temperature (T0) are 67 kPa and 295K, respectively. The left and right sides of the channel are
nonreflecting, inflow-outflow boundary conditions and the top and bottom sides of the domain are
symmetry planes. (These initial conditions are based on the experiments performed by Chowdhury
et al. [31].) The input parameters are shown in Table IV.

A. Effect of particle size

Two test cases are performed to study the effect of particle size on dust dispersion. The size and
density of the two types of particles are shown in Table V. The particle density is assumed to be
1300 kg/m3 and remain fixed. Particle type I is assumed to be the larger particles in both cases.

Figure 7 shows the particle volume fraction for both particle types in the two test cases. The isobar
of P = 67 kPa indicates the location of the gas shock. Figure 8 shows the edge of the dispersed dust
(defined as αs = 5 × 10−5) with respect to the initial dust-layer height as a function of distance
behind the shock wave. For each case, the larger-diameter particles [Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)] are lifted
significantly higher than the particles with smaller diameters [Figs. 7(b) and 7(d)]. The smaller
particles are lifted only a small amount. As we increase the size of type I particles from 80 μm
(case I) to 120 μm (case II), the heavier 120-μm particles are lifted even higher, and more particles

TABLE IV. Initial parameters and geometrical condition for 2D simulations.

Channel height H 20 cm
Channel length L 300 cm
Background temperature T0 295 K
Background pressure P0 67 kPa
Shock Mach number Ms 1.4
Initial dust-layer height hd 1.27 cm
Particle volume fraction (type I) αs,1 0.235
Particle volume fraction (type II) αs,2 0.235
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TABLE V. Input conditions of particle size and density.

Diameter (ds) [μm] Density (ρs) [kg/m3]

Particle I 80 1300
Case I

Particle II 10 1300

Particle I 120 1300
Case II

Particle II 10 1300

are dispersed than the 80-μm particles. In general, the dust-lifting height depends strongly on the
particle size. The reason for this and the related governing forces acting on different particle types
will be addressed in the discussion section below.

B. Effect of particle density

Now consider simulations containing two particle types with identical particle size but different
densities. Table VI summarizes the input parameters for the two particle types. Figure 9 shows the
particle volume fraction for both particle types in the two test cases with the location of the gas shock
indicated. Figure 10 shows the dust-lifting height as a function of distance behind the shock. These
results indicate that the particle density has a minor effect on the dust-lifting height. In case I, the dust
dispersion is very similar for the two types of particles. As the density of type II particles is increased
from 1500 to 3000 kg/m3 in case II, the difference becomes more obvious. Heavier particles (3000
kg/m3) are lifted lower than the lighter particles (1000 kg/m3). Comparing the dust-lifting height
in both cases, type I particles (1000 kg/m3) are lifted higher in case I than in case II, even though
their size and density remain unchanged.

(c) (d)
X [cm] X [cm]

Y
 [c

m
]

Y
 [c

m
]

Case I

(b)(a)( )
Case II

Case I

Case II

Isobar
(67 kPa)

Solid Vol. Fraction (log)

FIG. 7. Computed particle volume fractions for both particle types in cases I and II. (a) Particle I in case I
(ds = 80 μm); (b) particle II in case I (ds = 10 μm); (c) particle I in case II (ds = 120 μm); and (d) particle II
in case II (ds = 10 μm).
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FIG. 8. Computed dust-lifting height for different particle diameters in both test cases. The edge of the dust
layer is defined as αs = 5 × 10−5.

VII. DISCUSSIONS OF 2D SIMULATIONS

A. Effect of particle size

In the 2D calculations, larger particles are lifted higher than smaller particles. To understand why
this occurs, the forces acting on both particle types are analyzed (Table I). Figure 11 shows the net
accelerations as well as the accelerations due to drag, lift, Archimedes force, intergranular stress,
and particle-hindrance force for both particle types (ds,1 = 120 μm, ds,2 = 10 μm, ρs,1 = ρs,2 =
1300 kg/m3) along the vertical direction.

According to Ugarte et al. [6], the gas shock curves and degenerates into a compression wave
as it enters the dust layer. The compression wave compacts the particles in the layer and evolves
into a granular compaction wave through particle collisional and frictional effects. The compaction
wave reflects from the bottom of the channel and forms a reflected compaction wave. This reflected
wave propagates upward and interacts with the surface of the dust layer, producing acoustic waves,
which can enhance the flow oscillation [6]. The compaction wave and reflected compaction wave
are marked in the intergranular stress contour in Fig. 11.

The Archimedes force and intergranular stress for the two types are close, since they are not
directly dependent on particle size. The particle-hindrance forces acting the two types of particles
are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, and they reduce the velocity differences between the two

TABLE VI. Input conditions of particle size and density.

Diameter (ds) [μm] Density (ρs) [kg/m3]

Particle I 80 1000
Case I

Particle II 80 1500

Particle I 80 1000
Case II

Particle II 80 3000
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(c) (d)
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FIG. 9. Computed particle volume fractions for both particle types in cases I and II. (a) Particle I in case I
(ρs = 1000 kg/m3); (b) particle II in case I (ρs = 1500 kg/m3); (c) particle I in case II (ρs = 1000 kg/m3); and
(d) particle II in case II (ρs = 3000 kg/m3).

particle types. Similar to the 1D results, the drag forces for the two particle types are quite different.
Smaller particles experience a larger drag. In the 2D simulations, the lifting force also plays a role
since it is proportional to the velocity difference along horizontal direction [see Eq. (50)]. Larger
particles that are accelerated more slowly along the gas flow direction will result in a larger velocity

FIG. 10. Computed dust-lifting height for different particle densities. The edge of the dust layer is defined
as αs = 5 × 10−5.
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FIG. 11. Net accelerations and accelerations due to drag, lift, Archimedes force, intergranular stress, and
particle-hindrance force for both particle types (ds1 = 120 μm, ds2 = 10 μm, ρs1 = ρs2 = 1300 kg/m3) along
vertical direction. Forces have been normalized by αsρs .

difference between the particle and gas phase along horizontal direction. This in turn will result in a
larger lift force normal to a boundary layer.

According to Ugarte et al. [6], the physical processes occurring near the shock front are the most
important for dust lifting. The top left portion of Fig. 12 shows particle-acceleration contours in the
region between 150 and 250 cm. The bottom portion of Fig. 12 shows the vertical profiles of particle
accelerations due to drag, lift, Archimedes force, intergranular stress, and particle-hindrance force.
These profiles are shown for the locations indicated by the three arrows on the contours.

Along line A, which is close to the shock front, the drag and Archimedes forces accelerate particles
downward (negative y direction), while the lift force and intergranular stress pull the particles upward
(positive y direction). As discussed previously in the one-dimensional simulations, smaller particles
experience a larger drag force. Therefore, greater acceleration due to the drag force is pushing
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FIG. 12. Vertical accelerations produced by drag, lift, Archimedes force, intergranular stress, and particle-
hindrance force along three vertical lines indicated in the net acceleration color map for (a) ds,1 = 120 μm and
(b) ds,2 = 10 μm. Forces have been normalized by αsρs .

the smaller particles (ds = 10 μm) downward. In addition, greater lift force is pulling the larger
(ds = 120 μm) particles upward in the dispersed region.

Line B is located behind the reflected compaction wave, where a positive net acceleration is
produced for both particle types in the dust layer (between 180 and 210 cm). The type II particles are
slightly lifted in regions downstream of 190 cm due to this positive acceleration. However, the lifting
process is soon overcome through the compaction process (negative acceleration) that dominates in
regions to the left of 180 cm.
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Line C is located even further behind the shock wave, where there is a negative acceleration in
the dust layer and an alternating positive and negative acceleration in the dispersed region. In this
region, lift becomes less important and drag dominates. Larger acceleration due to drag is pushing
the particles downward in the dust layer for particle type II (ds = 10 μm). Although there is a large
positive drag force above 1.2 cm along line C for particle type II, the net acceleration (see lower
color map) is highly oscillatory and the average value is low.

B. Effect of density

Density is another important aspect affecting dust dispersion. Similar to the 1D result, the 2D sim-
ulations shown in Figs. 9 and 10 suggest that heavier particles are lifted slightly lower than lighter par-
ticles. Larger particles have a greater inertia and will experience a smaller acceleration given the same
net force. In general, heavier particles require a longer responding time to the gas-phase condition.

In addition, the dust layer in the 2D simulations have a relatively high particle volume fraction
(αs,1 = αs,2 = 0.235), and the particle-hindrance effect plays an important role in reducing the
velocity difference between the two types of particles. Comparing the particle densities in both
cases, the heavier particles in case I have a density of 1500 kg/m3, and the heavier particles in case
II have a even greater density (3000 kg/m3). Therefore, the 3000-kg/m3 particles are lifted lower
than the 1500-kg/m3 particles since they have a greater inertia. Meanwhile, the heavier particles in
both cases exert a particle-hindrance force on the lighter particles (1000 kg/m3) that is pulling the
lighter particles downward. The 3000-kg/m3 particles, which have the greatest inertia and are lifted
to the lowest height, produces a higher particle-hindrance force than the 1500-kg/m3 particles. This
particle-hindrance effect explains why type I particles (1000 kg/m3) are lifted higher in case I than
in case II, even though the size and density of particle type I remain unchanged.

C. Effect of grid refinement

Numerical resolution tests have been performed with three, four, and five levels of refinement,
corresponding to the minimum computational cell sizes of 625, 312.5, and 156.3 μm. The computed
dust-lifting heights of a shock passing over a dust layer containing two uniformly mixed particle
types are shown in Fig. 13. The gas shock is located at 2.2 m and is moving from the left to the right.
In these tests, the initial dust-layer height was decreased from 1.27 to 1.25 cm so that all three test
cases can have an identical layer thickness.

These tests show reasonable convergence for the small 10-μm particles. For the larger particles,
the results show reasonable convergence in the region starting at the shock wave extending back
about 1 m. In the region beyond 1 m, the mean values are roughly converged, but the fluctuations in
the solution increase with increasing resolution. The increasing fluctuation is related to the formation
of “particle streamers” in the dilute dispersed region shown in Fig. 9. These particle streamers are
known to not converge under grid refinement using Eulerian-Eulerian methods [32]. Resolving this
issue will likely require extending methods to include more advanced models of particle interactions,
such as a quadrature-based moment technique [33], which allows particle trajectories to cross. This
type of model development is beyond the scope of this paper.

D. Sensitivity of results to model assumptions

There are number of important assumptions that have been made to arrive at the Eulerian model
used in this paper. Here we will discussion some of the most important tests that illustrate the validity
of these.

The model used in this work neglects terms, such as viscous stresses, granular energy exchange
between different types of particles, and dissipation of PTE due to collisions between particles
of different types, that are in the complete theory. We recognize that for very dilute flow in one
dimension, these terms are negligible because of the low solids volume fraction. This is not true for
the two-dimensional case where the particle volume fraction is high. In general, viscous stresses,
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FIG. 13. Computed dust-lifting height of a shock passing over a layer of dust containing two uniformly
mixed particle types with three, four, and five levels of refinement (ρs1 = ρs2 = 1300 kg/m3; ds1 = 10 μm;
ds2 = 80 μm). The edge of the dust layer is defined as αs = 5 × 10−5.

granular energy exchange between bins, and dissipation of PTE due to collisions between bins are
neglected because tests we have done have shown that including these terms does not produce any
significant effects on the dust dispersion height, which is our major concern in this study.

1. PTE terms

To validate our assumption of neglecting the granular energy exchange and the dissipation of PTE
due to inelastic collisions between different particle bins, simulations with the granular temperatures
turned off (θl = θm = 0) are performed and compared with the results shown in the paper. By doing
this, we are comparing the limiting case, where there is no granular energy for the system, to our
current results where the granular energy is slightly higher than the expected value (since we neglected
the dissipations due to inelastic collisions between different bins). Figure 14 compares the edge of
the dust layer (αs = 5 × 10−5) assuming zero granular temperature with the results of our current
model.

The above figure indicates that the dust is lifted lower for the case with zero granular temperatures,
since the solids pressure is eliminated. The difference is more obvious for the case shown on the
left (ds1 = 120 μm, ds2 = 10 μm) and in regions close to the gas shock. In general, the difference
between our current results and the zero-temperature results is insignificant, and the overall trend of
the dust dispersion remains unchanged.

Including the dissipation term between different bins would give us a result that falls between
the result in the paper and the zero-temperature result. Nevertheless, obtaining the correct amount
of energy dissipation and PTE exchange between different bins can be important to our future study,
and including these terms is part of our future work.

2. Viscous stresses

In addition, the granular viscous stress terms are neglected in our model. In our research, the major
problem of interest is the dispersion height of the dust layer. The densely packed region, where the
collisional and friction viscosity plays a more important role, is less important to us here than the
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FIG. 14. Comparison of dust-lifting height for cases with zero granular temperatures (solid line) and cases
using current model (dashed line). Left: case I (ds1 = 120 μm, ds2 = 10 μm); right: case II (ds1 = 80 μm,
ds2 = 10 μm).

dispersed region. In a similar simulation, Ugarte et al. showed that the height of the dispersed dust is
in close agreement with the experimental data when granular viscosity terms was ignored [6]. Based
on these arguments and for simplicity, the viscosity terms are currently neglected in our simulations.
The effect of including the viscosity on dust dispersion is a topic worthy of future study.

3. Collisional pressure, Pc

The solids pressure model in Eq. (35) is an approximation. Simulations have been performed
with the collisional component Pc,lm turned off to test the sensitivity of our result to the model used
for Pc,lm. The results were compared with the those of the current model in Fig. 15. These indicate
that turning off the collisional component of the solids pressure produces only slight changes to the
particle volume fraction.

4. Frictional pressure, Pfric

The frictional pressure model in Eq. (43) is developed by Johnson and Jackson [22]. There are
a number of other expressions for the friction-collisional pressure available (Koo and Kuo [34],
Markatos and Kirkcaldy [35], Nussbaum et al. [36], etc.). The expression in Eq. (43) is chosen
because it only depends on the particle volume fractions (αs) and is simple to implement. Houim and
Oran showed that the computed results using this expression match closely with the experimental
measurements in dense regions [13]. To test the sensitivity of our model to the frictional pressure
model used, a simulation with 2 × Pfric,l is performed. The results with double Pfric and the results
using the current model are compared in Fig. 16. These suggest that the particles with double frictional
pressure become slightly less compacted and are lifted to a higher level. The difference is, however,
negligible.
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FIG. 15. Particle volume fraction of a shock passing over a dust layer containing two types of particles
(ds1 = 80 μm, ds2 = 10 μm). Top: simulation results assuming zero collisional pressure (Pc,lm = 0); bottom:
results with current model.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents one- and two-dimensional numerical simulations of a shock interacting
with a granular mixture containing multiple particle types. The granular model used here takes
into accounts multiple particle types with a binning approach. Each bin of particles has its own
characteristic uniform particle size and density. Solving the equations for a granular mixture
containing one gas phase and M particle types involves solving (M + 1) unsteady, multidimensional
sets of conservation equations. Equations for each bin of particles are coupled with the gas flow as
well as all other particle types.

One-dimensional simulations of a Mach-1.4 shock passing through a dilute particle curtain
containing two uniformly mixed particles types are performed. In addition, two-dimensional
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FIG. 16. Particle volume fraction of a shock passing over a dust layer containing two types of particles (ds1 =
80 μm, ds2 = 10 μm). Top: simulation results with 2 × Pfric,l ; bottom: results with current model (1 × Pfric,l).
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simulations of a shock passing over a dust layer containing two particles types are performed. Particle
sizes and densities are selected to investigate the effect of particle size and density separately.

The 1D results indicate that particles with different sizes or densities behave differently under
the same background gas-flow conditions and they can separate into different clouds even though
they were initially uniformly mixed with each other. Particles with larger inertia require a longer
relaxation time to the postshock condition and therefore are accelerated more slowly.

The 2D results for a shock passing over a dust layer shows that larger particles are lifted higher
than smaller particles, while lighter particles are lifted higher than heavier particles. Larger particles
near the shock experience a smaller drag force pushing the particles into the dust layer and a smaller
lifting force pulling the particle out of the dust layer. Particle size plays a significant role on dust
dispersion behind a moving shock, while particle density only has a minor effect.
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